Student worship bands and leaders are a vital part of your ministry. They are encouragers to their
peers. They also set the tone for your messages during the youth service. Wouldn’t it be great to
equip and encourage them in the talent and calling God has given them? Fuselage has designed
an event to do just that called Amped.

This event can be customized to fit the needs of your

individual group. Amped has been done in one day settings and in a weekend settings. It can be
even used as a retreat or disciple now theme weekend. During Amped, one of our worship driven
bands will not only come in and bring an awesome concert to your students, but during the day will
teach practical methods and spiritual truths of being a worship leader. We can have different
instrumental tracks and a vocalist track. We also can have a worship lifestyle track for your
students that have a passion for worship, but don’t necessarily lead on stage. What would an
Amped weekend look like? It would begin on Friday night with a general session. Usually this
session consists of a rock concert by the Amped band and the Amped speaker would talk about the
foundations of having a lifestyle of worship. This concert could serve also as an opportunity for
your students to reach out to their friends. Saturday would start with a combined time of worship
and teaching and then during the day, the students would break up into different tracks. During the
track time, students would have an opportunity to get up close and personal with the Amped band
and speaker. These guys would teach both practical methods and spiritual truths behind being a
lead worshipper. For example, in the drummer track, the band drummer would teach different
drumming techniques but also teach the importance that the drummer has in leading worship both
on and off stage. Then after dinner everyone comes together again for an evening session. The
evening session would be a commissioning out for the weekend. The band would lead in an
intimate time of worship. We have learned that Amped works best as a community event to bring
together all the student worship leaders in your area. Its such an encouragement for students to
know that there are others in their community using their talents for Christ. As they learn how to be
lead worshippers, they will also grow closer as a community of believers. The goal of Amped is to
pump your students up during an event, but to teach them valuable timeless truths that they will be
able to apply in their daily lives both on stage and off stage.
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